
       06: Principle of Induction



INDUCTION

· let N=91,2,3,4,... 3, natural numbers.

· Well-ordering propertyof NN:
(WOP)

IN is well-ordering:every non-empty subset of IN

has a least element.

mark:Can take WOP to be an axiom of M.

Principle ofInduction:(POI)

Let S be a subset of N such that

⑨ 1 E S

⑥ if ke S, then K+GS.

then S = NN.

FACT:WOP < 7 POI

prof: Wop ->POI.

i by contradiction). Suppose S exists with given properties in POI, but SAN.

Then A =NIS, is non-empty, has a least elementbyWop, call itne

Notice nx since I eS.

consider n-1, it isnotin A, so in S. By prop &, (n-1)+tS => ne S.

Therefore, POI holds.
I

contradict to neA.



-SBY INDUCTION:

Let P(M) be statement orderedby ne /N.
Idea:to show P(n) is true for all n,

we'll show a PCI) is true

⑯ If P(n) is true, then p(n+1) is true
Then by POI, P(n) is true for all n.

Induction: use be if P(),P(2),...,PCK) are true

then P(k+1) is true

·LE:at start, tell reader"proof by induction on-
:

-tell reader when you're doing
11"base case & "inductive step"

assume these are understood.
- remind reader ofconclusion atend.



·Ex Every 2"x 2" chessboard with one square removed.

can be tiled by #.
?

of (by induction on n(

=candoe-For base case, see it as desirea
· For a step, we can assume any

2"x2" board (with I removed) candetiled

A

;
can do

So consider a
24*'xen* board with I removed,

Can divide board into 4 parts, one with I removed and 3 are 2"x2" boards
The first can be tiled by inductive hypt,the remaining 3 can betiled

once a tile has removed,

let's remove one in an L shape. (Aigu
So 2"x2" can be tiled.

H.

:Prove Sn = 1 +3 +5+...+ (2n-1) is a prefect square.

-

base case (n=1) holds, since Si =1 =P as desired. Claim Sn=n2.
proof

·For and step, assume Sn is square AtomeKe I.
we wish to show Sun is profit squan, Sn+t=1St...+ (2n+1)

=Sn +2n +1


